This is a TIMED quiz. Please do NOT unfold this answer sheet until I give the signal to begin.
Leading-tone seventh chords

1. Specify the pitches of the leading-tone seventh chord in each key. [40 pts.]

   a ______________________________
   eb ______________________________
   Bb ______________________________
   e ______________________________
   b ______________________________
   F ______________________________
   c ______________________________
   f# ______________________________
   D ______________________________
   g ______________________________
2. Identify the home key of each leading-tone seventh chord. [20 pts.]

3. For each seventh chord,
   a) indicate its quality (fully- or half-diminished), [ 5 pts.]
   b) supply the necessary figures, and [15 pts.]
   c) resolve to its appropriate tonic triad. [20 pts.]